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Polynomials

We consider polynomials in one complex variable

P(z) = a0 + a1z + · · ·+ adz
d

as topological dynamical systems on C.
we can arrange that a0 = ad−1 = 0 by an a�ne conjugacy

Any quadratic polynomial is a�nely conjugate to

pc(z) = z2 + c .



The basin of in�nity and the Julia set

De�nition
The basin of in�nity

ΩP = {z ∈ C | P◦n(z)→∞ (n→∞)}

De�nition
The Julia set J(P) = ∂ΩP is an invariant set, on which the
dynamics of P is chaotic (not stable).



f (z) = z2

Two �xed super-attracting points



f (z) = z2 − 0.2

An attracting �xed point



f (z) = z2 − 0.4

An attracting �xed point



f (z) = z2 − 0.5

An attracting �xed point



f (z) = z2 − 0.73

An attracting �xed point



Parabolic bifurcation: f (z) = z2 − 0.75

A �xed point with multiplier −1



Basilica: f (z) = z2 − 1

A superattracting cycle of period 2



Rabbit



Douady rabbit: f (z) = z2 − 0.12..+ 0.74..i

A superattracting cycle of period 3



Airplane: f (z) = z2 − 1.75..

A superattracting cycle of period 3



Dendrite: f (z) = z2 + i

All cycles are repelling



The Mandelbrot set



The Mandelbrot set

M2 = {c ∈ C | the sequence

0 7→ c 7→ c2+c 7→ (c2+c)2+c 7→ . . .

is bounded}



The parameter plane of z2 + c



The parameter plane of z2 + c



The parameter plane of z2 + c



The parameter plane of z2 + c



The parameter plane of z2 + c



The parameter plane of z2 + c



Topological models for polynomials

Let P be a polynomial of degree d

with locally connected Julia set J(P). Then there is a continuous
map φ : S1 → J(P) which semiconjugates σd : z 7→ zd and P|J(P).

Set x ∼P y i� φ(x) = φ(y);

then the equivalence relation ∼P is called the σd -invariant
lamination generated by P .



Invariant geo-laminations

Convex hulls of ∼P-classes are pairwise disjoint.

Consider all their edges; this is a closed family of chords LP .

Thurston studied dynamics of families of chords

similar to LP without referring to polynomials. Such families of
chords are called σd -invariant geometric geo-laminations. Their
chords are called leaves.



Basilica: f (z) = z2 − 1



Lamination for z2 − 1



Rabbit: f (z) = z2 − 0.12..+ 0.74..i



Lamination for the rabbit



Dendritic polynomials

De�nition
A dendritic polynomial is a polynomial with locally connected Julia
set and all cycles repelling.



Minor tags of dendritic quadratic polynomials

Let pc = z2 + c be a dendritic quadratic polynomial;

the convex hull Gc of all points a ∈ S1 such that φ(a) = c is called
the minor tag of pc .



Minor tags of dendritic quadratic polynomials

The following theorem follows from classical results of Douady,
Hubbard and Thurston.

Theorem
If c , c ′ are dendritic parameters, then Gc ∩ Gc ′ = ∅ or Gc = Gc ′ .

Moreover, the mapping c 7→ Gc is upper-semicontinuous.



Upper semicontinuity

De�nition
We say that a family of sets Gc depends upper-semicontinuously on
a parameter c if, for every sequence cn → c , the corresponding
sequence Gcn accumulates on a subset of Gc .



Quadratic minor lamination

The quadratic minor lamination QML

contains minor tags of dendritic quadratic polynomials.



Quadratic minor lamination



The MLC conjecture

Conjecture

The Mandelbrot set is homeomorphic to the quotient space of
D = {|z | ≤ 1} by the equivalence relation generated by QML. In
other words, the Mandelbrot set is obtained from D by collapsing
all leaves of QML.



Cubic dendritic polynomials

A bicritical dendritic cubic polynomial

is a cubic dendritic polynomial P with two di�erent critical points
ω1, ω2 in the �nite part of the plane.

The co-critical point

ηi corresponding to the critical point ωi is the only point di�erent
from ωi with the property P(ηi ) = P(ωi ).

The co-critical tag

of P is G1 × G2, where Gi is the convex hull of all points a ∈ S1
which that φ(a) = ηi .



An illustration of our technique

Theorem
Co-critical tags of bicritical dendritic cubic polynomials are disjoint

or coincide. The co-critical tag depends upper-semicontinuously on

a bicritical dendritic cubic polynomial.



Geo-laminations

De�nition
Chords `1 6= `2 of S1 are called linked if they meet in D. A
geo-lamination L is a closed collection of pairwise unlinked chords
in D; add points of S1 to L.

De�nition
A gap of a geo-lamination L is the closure of a component of
D \

⋃
L. If σd preserves leaves and gaps of L similar to LP , then L

is said to be σd -invariant.



An example of a geo-lamination

De�nition
A leaf ab is critical if σd(a) = σd(b). Three critical leaves above
form a red-black triangle.



Tags of quadratic invariant laminations

De�nition
The minor of a σ2-invariant geo-lamination L is the image of its
longest leaves.

Thurston de�ned QML as the set of all minors.

He proved, in particular, that distinct minors are unlinked.



Quadratic minor lamination



The central strip



The Central Strip Lemma

Lemma
Given two majors M, M ′, let C (M) be the open strip in D between

M and M ′ (the central strip); Thurston shows that no eventual

image of M can enter C (M).

This implies that

1. σ2 cannot have wandering triangles,

2. vertices of a periodic gap belong to one cycle,

3. quadratic minors are unlinked.



Quadratic minors are unlinked; a proof



Higher degree case

The Central Strip Lemma fails for cubics;

consequences are

1. the existence of wandering triangles for cubics,

2. the existence of periodic gaps with two cycles of vertices.



Strongly linked quadrilaterals

If two polygons (e.g., quadrilaterals) have alternating vertices, we
call them strongly linked:



Laminations we consider

We assume that our laminations come with marked critical
portraits; a critical portrait is a collection of d − 1 critical leaves or
collapsing quadrilaterals (whose diagonals are mapped to points
under σd) with no loops of critical leaves.

De�nition
Two geo-laminations are linked if their critical leaves coincide and
their collapsing quadrilaterals coincide or are strongly linked;
moreover, there is at least one pair of strongly linked collapsing
quadrilaterals.



Unlinkage results

We prove that some types of geo-laminations are not linked.

De�nition
A geo-lamination is perfect if it has no isolated leaves.

Theorem
A perfect geo-lamination is not linked with any geo-lamination.



Accordions

De�nition
For linked geo-laminations L1, L2, an accordion is the union A of a
leaf ` of L1 with the leaves of L2 linked with `.

Accordions resemble gaps of one geo-lamination b/c they preserve

order under σd .



Accordions
if `1 ∈ L1, then each critical set of L2 has a critical chord unlinked
with `1.
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Accordions
if `1 ∈ L1, then each critical set of L2 has a critical chord unlinked
with `1.



Accordions
if `1 ∈ L1, then each critical set of L2 has a critical chord unlinked
with `1.
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